Small Diameter Fishing Tool

The Small Diameter Fishing Tool is designed for fishing broken rods where standard fishing tools fail. When the rod is sanded in the well, the small diameter fishing tool allows coil tubing to run past the tool and perform a clean out at the same time as pulling on the stuck rod. Holes in the fishing tool allow for additional circulation. If the fishing tool becomes stuck, turning to the right will shear the safety release system and unscrew the fishing tool.

Features:
- Tool OD 2.1” (Fish in 3 1/2” tubing and larger)
- Hardened internal fishing dies
- 1/2” fluid ports
- Safety shear system
- Cut lip to easy fishing catch
- 1” rod box connection
- Coilable in 3 1/2” tubing and larger

Slip Sizes
- 3/4”
- 7/8”
- 1”
- 1-1/8”
The Large Diameter Fishing Tool is designed for fishing broken rod collars. When the rod fails just above the collar or the collar fails, the larger die size allows it to fit overtop of the collar.

Features:
- Tool OD 2.875” (Fish in 3 1/2” tubing and larger)
- Hardened internal fishing dies
- 1/2” fluid ports
- Safety shear system
- Cut lip to easy fishing catch
- 1” rod box connection
- Coilable in 4 1/2” tubing and larger

Slip Sizes
- 1-1/8”
- 1-1/4”
- 1-3/8”
- 1-1/2”
- 1-5/8”
- 1-3/4”
- 1-7/8”
- 2”
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